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Cover Photograph:
Photograph: JWA Collection.
LNER 4‐4‐2 No.734 Hauling the “Queen of Scots Pullman” service.
Photograph courtesy of Richard Barber.

Editorial:
Welcome to Coupe News No: 65.
This is your free newsletter of Pullman related news and material.
My thanks to those readers who have supplied articles and images for inclusion within this edition.
All I ask of you for the time I spend in production is for you to forward on, either by e‐mail or printing a
copy, to any one you may know who will also be interested in reading about matters Pullman.
Information Required.
I will welcome any information on the Pullman car located on your local preserved railway or in use as a
static Restaurant, for inclusion within your Coupe News and the Pullman Car Services Archive.
Information is for sharing ‐ not gathering dust…..
If you have any material for inclusion in No.66, please forward by July 29th.
Coupe News No.66 will be published on August 1st.

Editorial Address:
Terry Bye
Pullman Car Services
Email: pullmancarservices@yahoo.co.uk
Coupe News editions 1 to 64 and all Special Editions can be sourced at: ‐
http://www.semgonline.com/coach/coupe/index.html

Editors note to the readership.
Changing your Email address, or wish to be removed from the mailing list.
Please Email to the editorial address with your request, it’s as simple as that.
Some readers do not receive copies as published for one reason or another.
I do get bounce backs advising that an e‐mail address no longer exists or the mail box full. If by the 5th
of each month your copy fails to arrive, please Email the editorial address and I will forward to you the
missing edition.
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We remember the Pullman car that was allocated the same schedule number as this edition of Coupe
News.

Pre 1960 Schedule No: 65.
Post 1960 Schedule No: 55.
Name:
MARY HAMILTON.
Type of Car:
DINING.
Into Service:
July 1914.
Builder:
Cravens Limited, Sheffield.
Tare:
43t.
Covers:
28.

1914 May:

Enters service on the Caledonian Railway.

1933 December 4th:

Taken over by the LMSR and allocated the identity of 200.

Free Newsletters/Magazines:
MRE Mag.
Daily newsletter (Monday to Friday) from Pat Hammond covering model railway news, views and products.
www.mremag.com

RAILDATE.
The weekly newsletter (Friday) covering general railway subjects with links to sites for further
information, from Hursley Park Model Railway Society. For further information visit: ‐
http://finance.groups.yahoo.com/group/RAILDATE/
Where you can sign up to access the weekly newsletter.

RAILWAY HERALD.
Railway Herald is a colour magazine which has recently been updated and covers today scene on the railway.
www.railwayherald.co.uk
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Look Back At Pullman.
Please note an error in last month’s ‘Look Back at Pullman’ occurred and I must apologies for my error in
text date.
The details were published under the heading ‘1928 – May 80 Years Ago’, with the sub heading
‘June 9th’.
This should have read as below, my apologies for this mistake.

1928 – July ‐ 80 Years Ago:
July 9th.

Sixteen of the new build Pullman cars enter service on the “Queen of Scots” Pullman

Train No.1 Consist.

Train No.2 Consist.

A . CAR No.77
B. CAR No.71
C. CAR No.73
D. THELMA
E. SHELIA
F. CAR No.76
G. CAR No.70
H. CAR No.78

A . CAR No.79
B. CAR No.67
C. CAR No.75
D. PHYLLIS
E. AGATHA
F. CAR No.74
G. CAR No.69
H. CAR No.80

Brake Third.
Kitchen Third.
Parlour Third.
Kitchen First.
Parlour First.
Parlour Third.
Kitchen Third.
Brake Third.

Brake Third.
Kitchen Third.
Parlour Third.
Kitchen First.
Parlour First.
Parlour Third.
Kitchen Third.
Brake Third.

1933 – July – 75 Years Ago:
Within the Railway Magazine July 1933 edition, the following information was printed.
Reference to Great Western Railway Pullman cars transferred to the Southern Railway
‘Southampton Boat Train Services and the stock of cars held by the Pullman Car
Company.
112 x First Class cars ‘Named’.
40 x Composite cars ‘Named’.
22 x Restaurant cars ‘Named’.
10 x Restaurant cars ‘Unnamed’ in Scotland.
73 x Third Class cars ‘Unnamed’.
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x Supply cars ALBATROSS & THISTLE.

1948 – July – 60 Years Ago:
July 5th

Re‐instatement of the (Post War) ‘QUEEN OF SCOTS’ Pullman service (ceased
September 1939).
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1968 – July – 40 Years Ago:
July 19th

The 1.15pm ‘Bristol Pullman’ service from Bristol Temple Meads to London Paddington
was noted in the new corporate British Rail Pullman livery of light Grey and Blue.

July 28th

Noted at Micheldever sidings withdrawn Pullman cars PHYLLIS, LUCILLE, CAR No.34, 61
and 303.

1973 – July – 35 Years Ago:
July 8th

Noted in a siding at Manningtree in Essex.
The following ex‐Brighton Belle Pullman cars, Parlour cars CAR No.85, 86 & 87 with
Motor Brake Parlour Car No. 91, 92 & 93.
At this time all the cars were owned by Allied Breweries Limited.

1988 – July – 20 Years Ago:
July 5th

BR Mk1 Pullman car schedule number 323 ex Pullman car WREN now identified as
‘LABORATORY 14 WREN’ was noted within Vic Berry’s scrap yard at Leicester.
(This and sister car 314 HAWK were both broken‐up at Vic Berry’s yard during 1991).

July 11th

British Pullman cars of the Venice Simplon Orient Express noted at Llandudno with an
American Private Charter. Cars LUCILLE, IBIS and Baggage Car No.9 were noted.

July 23rd

A4 Pacific 4‐6‐2 No4498 MALLARD noted at York Station with a charter train to
Grange‐over‐Sands. Within the trains formation BR Mk1 Pullman cars.
CAR No. 347, 348, 349, 350, 351, 352 & 353.
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PULLMAN CAR PEGASUS – DVD Released – Nick Dodson.

cN.Dodson/Railfilms Ltd.
Running time approx: 58 minutes.
In addition to PEGASUS Project two bonus Railway films are included, firstly the Southern Railway 1947
film of “The Golden Arrow” and then followed by the construction of a coach at Derby C&W Works.
System: PAL
Price £20‐00 + P & P £1‐50 (UK), £2‐50 (Europe), £4‐00 (Rest of world).
Pay by Master Card, Visa, American Express or by cheques payable to TELERAIL.
Order via www.railfilms.com or www.telerail.co.uk or by phone 01524735774, or FAX 01524736386,
or by post from Telerail, 9a New Street, Carnforth, Lancashire, LA5 9BX.
Note.
If ordering from the USA and you require an NTSC version ‐ these are supplied automatically at no
extra cost.
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Within the pages of the ‘Special Edition’ covering “The Tees Tyne Pullman”, a photograph of

A4 Pacific (4‐6‐2) No.60013 at Croft Spa with the “up” Tees Tyne Pullman July 4th 1953 with a suspect
hot axle box on CAR No.58.
Richard Barber has forwarded the following two photographs from the J.W.Armstrong Collection.

Above: A4 No.60013 with the suspect Pullman Car No.58 nearest the camera.

Above: CAR No.58 sits in the cattle dock with the axle box covers open and what is believed to be an
inspection of the axle bearings being under taken.
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Information is for Sharing ‐ Not gathering dust.
Jos Geilen has forwarded the photograph and Email below: ‐

Above: CIWL car No.4129.

As volunteer‐archivist of the ZLSM, the South Limburg Steam Railway Company in the Netherlands,
I am at present writing a book about the Pullman cars type Etoile du Nord of Wagons‐Lits and our
Car No.4129.
This book will be published by La Vie du Rail in Paris, in an English and a French edition.
With very much interest I have read the books 'Metro‐Cammell, 150 years of craftsmanship' and
'Birmingham Railway Carriage & Wagon Company'.
I am trying to make contact with either Colin or Stephen Wheeler.
As Mr. Colin Wheeler makes contributions to Pullman Car Services, I ask for your help in supplying me
with the address and/or email of Mr. Wheeler.
Editor Response.
I have lost contact with both Colin & Stephen as they have moved address and the Email contact has
also been lost in the last couple of years. I hoping a fellow reader in the Birmingham area may know of
Colin and Stephen’s new address.
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The Restoration of CIWL Pullman car No.4129 – Jos Geilen.
Construction Details:
Built for service within the North Star (Etoile du Nord) 1927 – 1939, 1946 – 1963 Paris‐Brussels‐
Amsterdam.
One of an order for twenty cars allocated the identity of CAR No.4111 – 4130.
Wagon‐Pullman Second Class (Pullman Parlour Car with two saloons but no kitchen).
Number of covers: 51.
Builder: Metropolitan Carriage Wagon & Finance Company Limited Birmingham England.
Year Built: 1927.
History:
During the night of February 16/17th 1956 whilst the car was in Amsterdam a fire was discoverd in the
car, due to the damage sustained the car was taken out of service and delivered to the Slykens – CIWL
works in Oostende ‐ Belgium.
The 'Dutch State Mines' purchased the car in November 1961, and during the rebuilding into a VIP‐car
of 1962 non‐original pantry and panoramic windows were added to the vestibule ends of the car.
This new pantry with its fore‐room replaced the burn‐out toilet‐room, heating‐room (where the fire
started) and the space behind the first two windows of the compartment.
(The compartment on this side of 4129 has now 8 windows instead of original 10).
One of the panoramic vestibule windows was removed and replaced by a bellows‐type gangway with
swing‐doors during restoration at the workshops of NS (Dutch Railways) in Tilburg in 1988.
In connexion with the centenary of Dutch State Mines 2002 WSP 4129 was granted to the ZLSM.
A group of volunteers of the ZLSM have been restoring WSP 4129 since August 2003.
The work undertaken to date has been on the cars exterior and interior.
Bad patches in the roof are repaired and the entire roof is finished with a waterproof coating.
The original glass in the windows has been replaced by safety glass.
The lower metal profiles had to be removed because they were rusted and almost gone, new ones are
mounted.
The remaining panoramic vestibule window as fitted by the Dutch State Mines in 1962 has now been
replaced with a bellows‐type gangway with swing‐doors adjusted to match the other end vestibule.

Above: Vestibule Builders Plate
(Note the year of construction has been removed between the words Birmingham and England).
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The Panoramic Window.

Following the refitting of a new bellows‐type
gangway with swing‐doors.

The floors in the vestibules and pantry have been completely replaced, as the original floors were in a
disastrous state.
Because we were not able to reconstruct the original toilet‐room etc., we decided to keep the pantry.
The electric‐wiring has been completely renewed and the small ceiling‐lights have also been re‐
installed.
All the brass fittings parts like torch‐lamps, luggage‐racks, fans etc have been polished and sealed.
The benches are upholstered again and the wooden side‐parts varnished high‐gloss.
The restoration of the ceilings, mahogany wall panels and inlaid panelling are still to be undertaken and
the floor‐covering needs to be replaced and a lot of other things have to be done before we can think
of refurnishing the compartments.
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Raymond Watson – Query Tri‐ang Blue Pullman.
I have looked at my set (original livery with crest on the nose), and I have identified each power car
with the following car numbers 60095 and 60097.
I have a feeling that I may have taken the body from a dummy car and put it onto a power car.
Editors Response.
My references in response: ‐
“Tri‐ang Hornby – The Story of Rovex Volume 2 1965‐1971” Author Pat Hammond – Re‐print of the 1998
edition in 2003.Pages 163 & 224.
*“Hornby Railways – The Story of Rovex Volume 3 1972‐1996” Author Pat Hammond – 2005 edition.
Pages 134, 135 & 266.
R555 & R556 (1963) Livery Blue & White power car (motor fitted) was numbered W60095, and the
trailing power car numbered W60097.
R426 (1963) Livery Blue & White centre parlour car being numbered W60745 & W60747.
R555C (1969) Livery Grey & Blue the power (motor fitted) and trailing power car were sold together.
R426 (1969) Livery Grey & Blue centre parlour car was numbered W60747.
*R538 (1974) Livery Blue & Grey power car (motor fitted), trailing power car and centre parlour car.
No individual car numbers were allocated to each model within the train set.
What was unusual was the application of the pre‐1960 Pullman coat of arms in the middle
of each car located in the bottom bedside blue panel.

Dave Richards Model of SR Electric Pullman Composite car.
My principal Pullman interest is in the Southern Region composite cars, as my father spent many years
as a leading attendant on the south coast 6‐PUL units (his principal car was 'Grace', as I've mentioned
before) in addition to working the fabulous Brighton Belle from time to time. It has often intrigued me,
as to why model producers have completely ignored the Composite cars that ran within the 6‐PUL
units, as their make‐up (i.e. 1st, 3rd class, Coupe, kitchen and lavatory) made them quite unique, in
addition to being a considerable feat of engineering in such a confined space.
I've always wanted a model of 'Grace' (in memory of my late father) for static display purpose but have
never been able to find a true Composite model.
The following responses have been received: ‐
From Alan Rushworth,
You might like to pass on to Dave Richards re his enquiry into a 7mm model of a 6 PUL composite car
that Dick Taylor [Westdale] has produced a kit for many years. I in fact bought one but due to personal
problems was unable to build it and sold it.
From Richard Bourne,
I wonder if you could give me an e‐mail address for Dave Richards. I have some information relevant to
his search for a model of a SR electric Pullman Composite.
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Last month Brian Scales wrote the text below, I have now added photographs to the text that Brian
forwarded after publication with special thanks to Kenny Wharton.
I have six of the R223 and two R233 cars. I have improved these cars in a number of respects.
I have installed LNER bogies, which may not be strictly accurate, but at least the wheel size is now
correct. I have also added KD buckeye couplers at the correct height, which greatly improves their
appearance and gives relatively close coupling. I have used additional screws to secure the bodies to
the underframes, thereby making a much stiffer body‐to‐underframe connection. The application of
appropriate names or numbers completes my improvements, which I believe transforms "toys" to
something more like "scale models".
I have 7 of the smooth sided and 8 of the matchboard sided new type cars. These cars are beautiful
models, unfortunately ruined by their dreadful "toy train" couplings. I have improved these cars by
retracting the buffers and installing KD couplers, cranked to locate the coupler heads at the correct
scale height. With these two improvements, the cars can be close coupled with only a minute and
unnoticeable gap between the corridor connections. The effect is absolutely fabulous and has to be
seen to be appreciated!

CAR No.64 & CYNTHIA.

CYNTHIA & CAR No.65 Third Class.

1928 built Pullman first parlour LUCILLE and parlour brake second CAR No.78.
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1925 built Pullman first kitchen CYNTHIA – pre‐1960 livery with matchwood exterior below the windows.

1928 built Pullman parlour second class CAR No.64 – post 1960 livery
I also have 4 of the Bachmann Mark I cars, which have been converted to KD couplers in order to give
realistic close coupling. This conversion was easy because these cars have standard pockets, which
make the conversion a matter of seconds per car, compared with the hours spent improving each of
the cars described above. The result justifies the effort in every case. The KD couplers used for all the
conversions are close to scale size, so all the improved car ends look just like the real thing. One
advantage of installing KD couplers on everything is that any vehicle can be coupled with any other
vehicle, which is not always the case with "toy train" couplings.

1960/1 Mk1 Pullmans parlour second CAR No.347 & kitchen first EAGLE.

1960/1 Mk1 Pullman kitchen first EAGLE
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Can You Identify the Pullman car, Michael Morant has forwarded the photograph below.
Michael advises of the following information known: ‐
According to the sleeve note it was taken at Uxbridge on April 15th 1951.
I think it was there for a long time as I remember seeing it on several occasions even though I didn't
come from that part of London.
I was certainly told at the time what it was but that memory now eludes me.
I hope a reader/s of Coupe News may be able to identify the car body.

(Editors Comment)
Alas not a murder mystery on a Pullman to be solved, but a mystery with historical interest that needs
to be answered regarding the actual Pullman car identity so records can be updated to reflect location
and date for the car.
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The ‘CROMWELL PULLMAN’.

Photograph Clive Hanley.
Saturday May 10th 2008 – Great Central Railway Loughborough Station.
The re‐dedication of 70013 Oliver Cromwell with the inaugural service with a headboard advising the
service as the ‘Cromwell Pullman’.
However Clive Hanley advises “I think it was a mistake”.
The Managing Director of Cromwell Tools Mike Gregory brought the headboard to the GCR for a
publicity shot.
I noticed the headboard being carried on the station and I had to ask for a snap, I then spoke with the
General Manager Bob Crew, who agreed but just for a couple of minutes to have the headboard fitted to
the smokebox door of 70013. Somebody then placed it onto the smokebox door and promptly forgot
about it! So it was carried all the way to Leicester and back.
This was not the first locomotive hauling a train to actually carry the headboard.
Between June 1st and 5th 1987 Cromwell Tools ran the ‘Cromwell Pullman’ between Dorridge to Wigston
and return. On at least one of the days A3 Class 4‐6‐2 Pacific No.4472 Flying Scotsman hauled the train.
My thanks to Clive Hanley for advising of this special Pullman and the photograph above.
Why not visit Clive’s Photograph site at http://clive‐hanley.fotopic.net/c1508634.html
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Last Call ‐ Hartlepool Model Rail Exhibition – July 26th & 27th 2008.
Wynyard Rooms, Samsung Wynyard Park, Nr Hartlepool, Cleveland TS22 5TB
Opening times: SAT 10am‐5pm SUN 10am‐4pm. Admission: Adults £4.00 Concessions £2.50
Children £2.50 Family £11.00.
Hartlepool Model Rail Exhibition has moved to the Conference Centre at Wynyard Park, an ideal
location.
Situated adjacent to the A19/A689 interchange, with FREE parking for up to 300 vehicles, easy
access making it ideal for the disabled. Catering facilities are good.
Hartlepool Model Rail Group are using their hobby to raise funds for charity, 2008 after costs all
proceeds are shared with the RNLI and GNAAS Air Ambulance.

Layouts Include:
Magram ‐ N Gauge, Calder Road Junction ‐ OO Gauge, Egnima Yard ‐ HO and DCC,
Bear Creek Junction ‐ HO/HOn3 dual gauge and DCC, Blagdon ‐ OO Gauge, Doniford ‐ OO Gauge,
Die Alte Muhle ‐ N Gauge, Clogwyn ‐ N Gauge, Kingston Regis ‐ OO9, Farkham ‐ OO Gauge,
Three Rivers ‐ HO and DCC, Marske ‐ O Gauge, Shildon ‐ OO Gauge, Eden Park ‐ O Gauge,
Daleside ‐ N Gauge, Lleryb ‐ Z Gauge, Holden Junction ‐ OO Gauge, Bash Street ‐ OO Gauge,
Sealane ‐ O Gauge, Kilcullen ‐ OO Gauge and DCC, Cardhu ‐ N Gauge, Loosely Warren ‐ Z Gauge,
Skaledale ‐ OO Gauge and DCC, Foss Landing ‐ HO Gauge, Guisborough ‐ OO Gauge
Chaudes‐Aigues ‐ N Gauge and DCC, Horton – HO, Spital – 00, Grathwaite – 00, Farkham – 00,
Black Dog Halt.

Demo:
DEMU in EM/OO/HO in DCC
Also a large number of Trade Stands will be attending.
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The Bluebell Railway Pullman car LILIAN at the South of England Show – David Jones.
Pullman Car 'Lilian' (Car No. 76) was transported to the South of England showground on Monday June
2nd to appear as the centre piece of the Bluebell Railway stand at this annual event.
Allely's low loader, with police escort, took over an hour to make the journey along the rather narrow
Sussex roads but eventually was unloaded onto a section of track which was laid in the showground the
previous week.
Steps at each end of the Car enabled groups of enthusiastic visitors to walk through the Car once they
had put on protective plastic overshoes to keep the carpet clean from showground dust and grass.
Bluebell staff did a short introduction giving the history of Pullmans and 'Lilian' in particular, as well as
outlining the 'Golden Arrow' dinner and lunch services and other events including the new Country Fair
in June.
Visitors then left the Car into a large marquee where photographs about the Bluebell were on display
together with information on the extension to East Grinstead which attracted much interest, especially
from the many residents of that town some of whom live close to the line and look forward to seeing
steam trains arrive.
For the second year running the Bluebell Railway won the 'Best Stand' award and the HSBC 'Taste of
Sussex' Certificate for 2008 at this major show in the south.
Car 'Lilian' returned to Sheffield Park on Monday June 9th to rejoin the other Pullmans on the 'Golden
Arrow' service, nearly 80 years since the Car entered service on the 'Queen of Scots'.

Photograph: David Jones.
Pullman car LILIAN on display.
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Photograph: David Jones.
The interior of Pullman car LILIAN being sampled by the general public.
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In this lavishly illustrated book, No.1 in a series, here for the first time is the full record of the luxury
British 12 wheel Pullman cars (built between 1908 ‐ 1923) which graced such celebrated pre‐war trains
as the ‘Southern Belle’, ‘Harrogate Pullman’ and ‘Eastern Belle’, and post‐war the ‘Bournemouth
Belle’ and Ocean Liner expresses.
“PULLMAN PROFILE No 1 The 12‐WHEEL CARS” presents a fascinating, comprehensive and nostalgic
record to the reader and captures an era when the familiar umber and cream Pullman cars flourished at
a time when quality really did matter.
Nowadays, the Pullman Car Co is an enterprise that continues to attract a widespread following, not
only from railway enthusiasts but also from those with a more general interest in by‐gone luxury travel.
This is scarcely surprising as Pullman was synonymous for superior accommodation and a high level of
service.
The book highlights the innovative approach promoted by the company, both in its operations and in
the design and engineering of its vehicles. The Author has drawn on primary source material including
official construction and technical drawings, together with a fabulous array of quality exterior and
interior views of most of the cars ‐ many of which have never been reproduced before ‐‐ including
original photographs commissioned by the builders.
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Pullman recognised and appreciated the value of publicity – the inauguration of new services or even
new vehicles provided them with opportunities to impress the media of the day. In these and other
respects Pullman was unrivalled, yet in other ways it was conservative and restrained.
Antony M Ford has presented a wide range of material and ephemera, painstakingly collected over
many years. In so doing he describes the development of the cars in detail and their breathtaking
artistic craftsmanship and style. Included are full listings of all the 12‐wheel cars, their dimensions, train
formation and disposal data.
Published by Kevin Robertson under the imprint
Kevin Robertson Books
PO Box 279
Corhampton
SOUTHAMPTON
SO32 3ZX
Tel / Fax 01489 877880
www.kevinrobertsonbooks.co.uk
Available: Spring 2008
Price: TBC
ISBN: 978‐1‐90641900‐4
Hardback Landscape format 210mm x 297mm
Approx 100 pages, including 16 in colour. Copious illustrations, tables and plans.
Available from your usual source, or direct from the publisher.
Trade representations by: Ian Allan Publishing Ltd. Riverdene Business Park,
Molesey Road, HERSHAM, Surrey. KT12 4RG. 01932 266600
Distributed by: Littlehampton Books Services Ltd. Faraday Close, Durrington,
Worthing, West Sussex, BN13 3RB. 01903 828800
NOODLE BOOKS
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MAID OF KENT – Restoration Update – June 2008 – Patrick O'Connor.
After a wet Spring in Devon, a few weeks of generally fine weather has allowed work to progress on
MAID OF KENT and an opportunity to remove, temporarily, all of the protective sheeting. Installation of
new panels between the windows and new cant rail above means that the coupe side has now been
completely re‐clad, with primer and undercoat applied.
The vestibule entrance doors remain to be re‐furbished and twelve new windows need to be made.
Meanwhile, the next job is to start on the kitchen side of MAID OF KENT.

cP.O’Connor

cP.O’Connor
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As will be seen from the pictures, most of the external panelling is in a poor state, having been patched
in the car's last years of service.

cP.O’Connor
Subsequent water penetration has rotted and bulged the sides but I hope to keep some original
woodwork if I can.
The roof was felted over at some stage of MAID OF KENT's career, probably in her final years of BR
service as an office in Kings Lynn station. This felting is breaking up and not water tight so the
vehicle has to be kept sheeted for the present.
A new roof covering cannot be fitted until the sides and ends are finished so this will probably have to
wait until 2009.
With the windows in and the sides weatherproof, I should be able to start on the interior over the
Winter months.
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The Welsh Highland Railway – Pullman Car June 2008 – Brian George.
I visited the Welsh Highland Railway on June 12th, they have a narrow gauge Pullman car the following
photographs were taken of the exterior and interior.

cBrian George.
The exterior of Pullman car BODYSGALLEN at Caernarvon Station

cBrian George.
Fully lined out to Pullman standard.
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cBrian George.
The interior of the car saloon with Pullman style armchairs and marquetry.

cBrian George.
An armchair to view the Welsh line side scenery.
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The Daffodil Express – Clive Warneford.
My thanks to Clive who kindly forwarded the information relating to this charter that included in its
formation one of the two ex Devon Belle Observation cars.
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The Wine List and Menu available on board.
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The Charter Itinerary.

Alas neither Clive nor the PCS archive have any photographs of the charter, have you, if you do have a
photograph/s would you care to share them with fellow readers of Coupe News.
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CAR No.14 TO MAKE ITS FIRST RUN AT SWANAGE.
An historic Pullman observation car rescued from the west coast of the USA – and once hauled by the
world famous ‘Flying Scotsman’ steam locomotive – is to make its first run on the Swanage Railway,
thanks to an ambitious £100,000 project by the Purbeck Line volunteers.
The newly restored luxurious railway car converted at the Pullman Car Company workshops at Preston
Park Brighton in 1947, for use on the prestigious ‘Devon Belle’ express train between London and north
Devon during the days of steam – is to be unveiled at Swanage station and make its inaugural trip on
Wednesday, 16 July 2008.
A special unveiling ceremony to mark the occasion takes place at Swanage at 10.30am with the
observation car leaving as part of the 11.10am train bound for Herston, Harman’s Cross, Corfe Castle
and Norden park and ride.
The prestigious craftsman‐built wooden observation car with large picture windows – known as
Car No. 14 – was transported by road from San Francisco in California the 500 miles south to Long
Beach, near Los Angeles, in January, 2007.
It was loaded on to the 66,532 tonne roll‐on, roll‐off ship ‘MV Taiko’ of Wallenius Wilhelmsen Logistics
and departed the port of Long Beach in late January, 2007, for its month‐long 8,000 nautical mile
journey to the UK via the Panama Canal. It arrived at Southampton Docks in late February, 2007.
First conceived eight years ago, the £100,000 project has been achieved thanks to well known heritage
railway benefactor Alan Moore and to members of the Swanage Railway Trust, with some £35,000
being spent on the return from the USA and the balance on restoration. Some £38,000 is still needed to
repay costs underwritten by the Trust's general fund'.
After a year‐long restoration at Ramparts in Derby, the observation car arrived on the award‐winning
Swanage Railway for an active working life being hauled by steam locomotives on the relaid Purbeck
Line.

Steve Doughty stands beside CAR No.14 at Swanage. (Photograph copyright Andrew P.M. Wright)
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Swanage Railway Trust deputy chairman, Steve Doughty, said: “The repatriation and restoration of the
observation Car No. 14 has secured its future and enabled it to do what it was built to do; providing
passengers with a wonderful way to enjoy the Purbeck countryside from the comfort of a train.
“It also offers the potential for the Swanage Railway to further enhance its service to passengers and
the relaid Purbeck Line’s reputation as an innovator among heritage railways in the United Kingdom,”
he added.
Before being repatriated back to the UK, the Pullman observation car fronted an office building in San
Francisco, California, after being left on the quayside at the end of the ill‐fated ‘Flying Scotsman’ tour of
the USA and Canada back in 1971.
Steve Doughty explained: “Used variously as a café, conference room and a humble store over the last
thirty years, the owners decided to renovate the offices and concluded that they no longer require the
car. Agreement was reached with the Swanage Railway Trust for the car to return home, not just to
England but to Southern Railway metals and a new working life on the Swanage Railway."
CAR No.14 – is one of two vehicles converted by the Pullman Company with seating for 27 passengers
and a bar for a drinks service. Rebuilt from earlier Pullman cars constructed on ex‐London and North
Western Railway ambulance train underframes, they were converted for the ‘Devon Belle’ service from
Waterloo to Ilfracombe.
After the 'Devon Belle' service ended in 1954, the observation cars were used on charter services,
ending up on the Scottish Region in 1961 on the lines between Inverness and the Kyle of Lochalsh and
from Glasgow to Oban.

Steve Doughty within the observation saloon of CAR No.14.
(Photograph copyright Andrew P.M. Wright)
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After withdrawal in 1967 with the end of steam, CAR No. 14 went to North America as part of the
'Flying Scotsman’ tour train of 1969. Traveling extensively around the USA and Canada, the car was
exhibited with the train at the 1970 Toronto exhibition before ending up in San Francisco where it
remained.

Steve Doughty & CAR No.14 at Swanage. (Photograph copyright Andrew P.M. Wright)
Donations to the Pullman repatriation project can still be made to the
Swanage Railway Trust (Devon Belle Fund),
Station House,
Swanage,
Dorset BH19 1HB
or on‐line by debit or credit card via the Trust’s website at ‘www.swanagerailwaytrust.org.uk’.

P32.
Tail Lamp.
My thanks to all who have contributed to this edition with articles and/or photographs, without your
contributions this edition would be much the poorer.
Apologies for the late publication of this month’s edition, this was solely due to your editor and wife
indulging in some leisure time in Las Vegas and Chicago and during the visit to both city’s we were able
to meet up with readers of Coupe News.
My thanks Ted, Francis and Doug Creveling of Los Angeles, who came to meet me at Las Vegas and then
took us to a number of interesting sites in the area which included viewing some Pullman cars.
In Chicago our thanks to Stan & Claudia Brandt for a great day out visiting a number of sites in the
Chicago area, and the cream on the cake when a visit to Amtrak’s 12th street Chicago yard we viewed
some ‘Private Varnish’ and viewed the interior of one car with United Kingdom links.
No visit to Chicago can be undertaken without visiting Pullman town at 111th Street.
Thanks to both Linda and Andy Bullen for allowing us to visit their home in Pullman, and finally Mike
Wagenbach the Site Superintendent who took us on a behind the scenes tour of the remaining Pullman
works buildings, which included the rebuilt Administration/Clock tower and the Hotel Florence.
The information I gained and photographs taken will be shared in the near future within Coupe News
and a forth coming ‘Special Edition’ covering the visit to Pullman Works and Town.

Remember ‐ “Information is for Sharing – Not gathering Dust”.

T.Bye July 4th 2008.

